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February Calls to Action and Announcements 

Plug Into Activism in 2020 
Are you feeling urgency around this year as a major election year with huge 
implications for climate change and racial & economic justice? Are you wanting to 
know where and how to plug in? Lauren is offering to meet one-on-one with anyone 
who’s wondering how to get involved and can help plug you into good work based on 
your specific interests and passions. Contact her at lauren.tatarsky@gmail.com. 

Blog Post Shared by Carla 
Click here for the blog post by John Pavlovitz that Carla shared during our gathering in 
February. It spoke to lots of folks, so please enjoy! Here’s a peek:  

“I believe generosity is greater than greed, compassion better than contempt, and 
kindness superior to derision. I believe there is enough in this world for everyone: 
enough food, enough money, enough room, enough care—if we unleash our creativity 
and unclench our fists. I’m not sure how these ideas became radical, though it seems 
to have happened in the last few years.” 

Want to Facilitate at Gather CIA?! 
Here are ways you can show up:  

- Lead the opening meditation 
- Lead the closing ritual 

- Make the playlist 
- Give a talk 

- Play music/sing 
- Read a poem or passage 

Contact us and sign up! community.inspired.action@gmail.com
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https://johnpavlovitz.com/2019/09/26/im-not-the-radical-left-im-the-humane-middle/
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Next Time: 
March 14, 2020  
10-11:30am  

Riverside Arts Center 
76 N. Huron St. 
Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

The playlist from February is available here!  

Do you want to share your creative energy with CIA? 

Are you an artist, poet, dancer, speaker, musician, singer, activist? Do you have special 
skills like videography, childcare, or graphic design?


In our co-creative community space, your skills and offerings are encouraged and 
needed. Contact community.inspired.action@gmail.com to share about what you do 
and/or to participate in future CIA gatherings. Thank you, and we look forward to 
seeing you in January!


Don’t forget to check out our website and facebook page where 
we regularly post updates and pictures!

https://open.spotify.com/user/lauren.tatarsky/playlist/6g8BH4989qvNafONCv852W?si=LFHJ9yb3S-i6BgdgTQvl7A
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